
 

SORRENTO TOURNAMENT 2015 
 

CONDITIONS OF ENTRY 
 

PLEASE NOTE THE REVISED CONDITIONS IN CLAUSES 3 (revised 2013), and 4. 

 
1. Rounds to be shot: 
 

VETERAN MASTER OPEN JUNIOR CADET INT CUB ROUND 
 M F M F M F M F M F M F M F 

Sorrento x x rcx x rcx rcx rcx rcx rcx x     

Short Sorrento rclb rclb lb rclb lb lb lb lb  rc     

Junior Sorrento         lb lb rc rc   

Sht Jnr Sorrento           lb lb rclb rclb 

 
 LEGEND: 

Sorrento round – 36 arrows @ 70m, 60m & 50m on a 122cm face. (60cm face for Crossbow) 

 Short Sorrento round – 36 arrows @ 60m, 50m & 40m on a 122cm face. 

 Junior Sorrento round – 36 arrows @ 50m, 40m & 30m on a 122cm face. 

 Sht Junior Sorrento round – 36 arrows @ 40m, 30m & 20m on a 122cm face. 

  
r=recurve, c=compound, l=longbow, b=barebow, x=crossbow 

 
 

2. Handicap  

•••• Each competitor’s entry details must include their CURRENT handicap rating, verified by the club 
recorder. 

•••• Any entry received without a verified handicap rating will be given a handicap allowance of ZERO.  
ie the archers ‘off the bow’ score will be used to determine their position in the relevant division. 

 

3. Achievement Badges  
For Recurve & Compound 800, 850, 900, 950 & 1000 achievement badges are offered.  
For Longbow & Barebow 400, 500, 600, 700 & 800 achievement badges are offered. 
Archers who achieve a qualifying ‘off the bow’ score, in their allotted (or longer) round, will be 
awarded an achievement badge, subject to the conditions in the following clauses. 

(a) The relevant achievement badge will be that which is the closest badge value equal to or below the 
archers ‘off the bow’ score. ie a score of 863 will earn the archer an 850 achievement badge; a score 
of 949 will earn the archer a 900 achievement badge, etc.  

(b) To receive an achievement award the badge value so achieved must be ‘greater than’ any Sorrento 
Tournament achievement badge awarded to the archer to date. A register will be available on the 
www.whitemanparkarchers.com website showing the highest value achievement badge awarded to 
each eligible archer since the first Sorrento Tournament held in 2006. 

(c) After consideration of 3 (a) & (b) an eligible competitor is entitled to receive one ‘free’ achievement 
badge per tournament. Any lesser value badges that the archers ‘off the bow’ score qualifies them for 
can be ordered from the organisers at a cost of $6.00 each. ie if an archer shoots an ‘off the bow’ 
score of 910 they may be awarded a complimentary 900 achievement badge & the archer may elect 
to purchase the 800 and 850 badges to make up the set to their achieved level. 

 
4. 1000 Trophy 

Any archer who achieves an ‘off the bow’ score of 1000 or higher in their allotted (or longer) round may 
have their details and club logo added to the Sorrento 1000 perpetual trophy in recognition of this 
achievement provided that their 1000+ score achieved this year is greater in value than any 1000+ score 
achieved by that archer at any previous Sorrento Tournament.  
The register mentioned in 3 (b) above also includes details of past 1000+ scores for reference purposes. 


